ACUARELAS 2018
Klaus Hinkel and Frigiliana

In July 2016 I celebrated 20 years anniversary Open Watercolour Studio, C/Alta in Frigiliana. This calendar is already my 10th calendar and it will be still the same price as the first one ten years ago. Over the years I told you how we arrived, fell in love with Frigiliana, restored the ruin we bought and some of our experiences. During all these years I always reparted individual painting tuition but also for groups and I worked for cultural holiday organizers like I do now for “paint-andalucia”. I also organized two painting holidays in Chefchaouen, Maroc.

I think now its time to make some advertisement for my own painting holidays, here on the last page of my calendar.

Frigiliana, especially the picturesque old part “Barribarto” where my studio is situated, is ideal for this purpose. No noise, no cars, tranquil corners, beautiful views and landscapes and overall almost always sunshine. Sorry, there is no guarantee. Everyday we will be painting and having fun as a group and not last enjoy Spanish food and vine at the restaurants of the village. The courses include instructions about how to see light and color, the importance of light/dark contrast, painting demonstrations, lots of painting by you and many more…

I also did some arrangements for renting houses or appartements near my studio with private owners, some at a very good price.

The dates for 2017 are 13th of march until 17th and 6th of november until 10th.

For more information have a look on my website and/or contact me via

www.watercolours.es
info@watercolours.es – painting classes

All the best

Klaus